Terms and Conditions
This website is owned and operated by Explanator, company with its registered office in
Poznan (60-538), Poland, at ul. Koscielna 30 suite 59, tax ID: PL7781157012. By accessing
the website at www.sell-it-in-english.com, by using any digital edition of ‘Sell it in English’
magazine or mobile application operated by Explanator, you are concluding an agreement
with Explanator and agree to the below mentioned terms and conditions. If you disagree with
any part of these terms and conditions, please do not use our website.
This website contains material (including design and layout, graphics and composition) which
is owned by or licensed to Explanator. Reproduction is prohibited. Unauthorised use of the
website or its content may give rise to a claim for damages and be a legal offence.
You may retrieve and display the content from the website on a computer screen or mobile
device, print on paper (but not photocopy them) and store in electronic form on your
computer or mobile device for your personal use. You may use mobile application only on not
more than two separate devices. You are not allowed to reproduce, modify or in any way
commercially use any content of this website.
Requests for permission for other uses may be sent to Explanator, ul. Koscielna 30 suite 59,
60-538 Poznan, Poland and may be subject to a fee.
Only selected content is available for free with no access restrictions. Generally, the content
of this website as well as mobile application is open to registered users only. The registered
user is responsible for the confidentiality of login, password and authorized use of this
website content. For the purpose of confirming compliance with Terms and Conditions,
Explanator may monitor and record activities on this website and mobile application.
Each subscription is for the personal use of the registered user (subscriber) only. The user is
not allowed to share login and/or password with any other person. Subscription cannot be
transferred nor shared. Multiple users can access the content through purchasing separate
licenses only.
There are several types of subscription offered – print, digital or bundled. The amount of
content and types of available services can be changed at any time. Subscriptions are basically
offered for the period needed to publish 6 issues of the magazine. Subscription period always
starts with the current issue.
When you place your subscription order with us you agree that at the end of the initial
subscription period (and of each renewal period thereafter), your subscription will
automatically renew for the same subscription period. Renewal rate may be changed from
time to time especially if initial subscription rate was subject of promotional offer. You may
cancel your subscription at any time. If you do not wish to re-subscribe, please let us know
after you have received your last issue.
In the event of your cancelation during subscription period, you will receive publications that
remain until the end of the subscription period and your subscription will not be renewed
automatically. You are supposed to notify us of your wish to cancel your subscription in
writing by e-mail, fax or mail.

You are responsible for any fees that are payable including any processing or other fees
charged by the issuing bank/payment provider.
The price to be paid for your subscription including the costs of P&P are always clearly stated
during the ordering process. You agree to pay the price communicated to you at the time you
order your subscription. You are responsible for any fees that are payable including those
charged by the bank or payment provider.
Explanator reserves the right to suspend, modify, add or remove parts of the content available
on the website and/or via a mobile application at any time and to restrict the use and access of
the website and/or mobile application.
Parts of the website and/or mobile application may contain advertising or other third-party
content. In such cases providers are responsible for above mentioned material. Explanator is
not responsible for any third-party content or inaccuracy of any advertising material.
Explanator is also not responsible for the availability of websites (and their content) which are
linked to the content of this website.
These Terms and Conditions apply to entrepreneurs only, they don’t apply to consumers. If
being a consumer you are interested in our products please contact Explanator by e-mail, fax
or mail. These Terms and Conditions are governed by, and constructed in accordance with,
Polish law. In the scope of issues unregulated in the framework of these Terms and
Conditions generally applicable regulations will apply.

